Parvin State Park, New Jersey

Quite similar to the picnic unit of commercial size lumber detailed on the plate opposite. To prevent such units being moved about at will by the public with resulting damage to the site, it is recommended that the legs be built of such length that they may be buried not less than twelve inches in the ground or be fastened to a well-buried anchorage by means of heavy steel chain and staples.

I. and M. Canal State Park, Illinois

Flagrantly practical in line and sturdy construction, this picnic unit recommends itself for areas of concentrated use where the maximum number of indestructible units at minimum cost is the prime consideration. While no object in parks is actually indestructible if exposed to the recreational license of the users, this unit would appear to be more than a fair risk.

Camden State Park, Minnesota

This subject appears well braced to withstand the stresses and strains to which several seasons in facilitation of picnicking are certain to subject it. This is a practical feature of considerable importance, as the experienced park employee charged with maintenance will testify.